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Activity

1

1 -A

.TIMETABLE OF 'TRAINING ACTIVITIES

o

Three Thins I Like4boUt Myself

(Optional) Gripes and Likes

2 Parent-Child-Adult Word Association

3 Roles to Play

4 Roles I Play

Appro)Onate Time
Allocations'''.

10 minutes

15 minutes

30 minutes

20 dinutes

30 minutes

5 Role Playing - r 1-2 hours

6 I Can't/I Won't 40 minutes

7 Push Button 15 minutes

8 Favorite Self-Defeating Thought/Emotion 50 minutes

9 Transactions 30-60 minutes

10 Flashback - My Transactions 15 minutes

11 Game Playing 30 minutes
i

11-A (Optional),Reflective Listening Exercise 30 minutest
.

11-B (Opti ) Reflective Listening Demonstratio30 minutes
s

11-C,- (Optional) Reflective Listening Triads 30 minutes

12 Block Chart

r 4

40 minutes.

13 Chnge Contract 30 minutes

14 Establishing Relevance 60 minutes

15 Trogram Development 2-3-hours
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'Preface

This4aining)manual is one part in a set of instructional

.

.,
.

., .
. .

materfals developed,to facilitate the:efforts of Georgia

educators in the planninrAnd *04ementation of comprehensive career

guidance programs. The manual is similar in format to other materials

in the series. The materials are design a for use with small groups

of counselors, teachers and career deve pment specialists who are

interested in improving their career guidance compet4cies. Each

unit of training materials is based upon a particular aspect,of a

,0-

I

comprehensive career g idance system% Through this systematic

approach the need for pecific staff development program materials

and -activities can be determined and documented.

Related materials produced by the Georgia Career Guidance,

Project include audio cassette fecordings, transparencies, a

sound/slide series, a needs assessment instrument: charts, and

various. other support maerials.

/ .

STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP MATERIALS

CAREER GUIDANCE TEAM

GRADES 7-12
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The go4ls of anyone area can be best understood in the context
ofthe complete list of goals identified in the comprehensive needs
assessment study. The focus of this training manual is on the
development of staff Cmpetencies in- the area of Self Validation
i(note enclosed box).

INTERPERSONAL HUMAN RELATIONS
EFFECTIVENESS .S,KILL$

WORK AND
LIFE SKILLS

,/s`

LIFE CAREER
PLANNING

Trust and
Intimacy

Expressive and

Assertive Skills

Affiliation and
Acceptance

DAIL LIVING

RELATING WITH
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS

--7,
FaTily Relation-
snips

t

Peer
Wationships

Teacher/Adults
Relationships'

EMPLOYARILITY

'Consumer Skills Employment
Preparation

Civic and
Community ,

Responsibiliqes

Home and 'Family
Responsibilities

PLANNING. SKILLS

Decision-Making
Skills

Values
cation and
Development

Goal Settir
Responsibilities

V

Skills

Job-Seeki-9
Skills

Occupational/
Eduratior
Knowledg)

.EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT

Study/Learning

Participation/
Involvement
Skills

Basic Academic
Skills

Confidence

,Independence

Identity

WORK AND,LEISURE
ENgIRONMENTS

Work Expectations
and Responsi-
bilities

Recreation and
Leisure
Interests

Work World.
'Structures

SELF
UNDERSTANDING

Self, Appraisal

Abilities-!and
Competency.
Development

Personal
Development
Responsibility

tm

,4
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STAFFAXVELOPMENT PACKAGE

6

_ This training manual on "Self' Validation" was develqped

for use as support mate ial for a staff which -itlentifth this
,\ ..

process-outcome area as a priority need. ThOlmanual and accompany-
.

ing materials were' written to astist local deer guidance' teams
.-,

/ in thdii- efforts to iimprove the:quality and quantity of their ,
P

: programs: A basic assumption underlying the development of
..- ,

.
,

these materials is that all of us benefit from periodic renewal.
.

t ,

.Thecontent of this manual is presented in both didactic and '

1:\

experiential modes to encourage maximum involvement or,participants.

Small group experiences are a part'ol the pecial attention given

to the' dev6Tapment of,competenciesql,f, r a team appiTach to

implementation.of-carepriguidance p amp
;

. The outlJne of the manual foj,]o the ba-sic learning model -

from attitude devblopment to knowledge acquis(ttion
0
or renewal, to

technical and skill deve pmd9t and/or improvem&t, and-than tp

4,evelop'4 implementation strategies and plans.

41_1
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elf,* as well as understandinfof interactions with others.
. .

Some' exercises areincluded to enhance,'understan ing of the'

heoripcal base for-self development. her exercises we0-
. .

,designeeto ,
focus on. ways Windi vi dual may in-Ane present and

C

I;

futureinterrupt historitald'influenls-tilat may still be operatiT

as unrecognized'aterminants of-thoughts, feelings, and behmhor.
a 4

Through these interruption processes a student gains greater.;
Control of self, thus enabling an increased sense otindepentlence,

Identity, and confidence.

As a guidance team, you are asked to participate in 'much of

'this approach as though ydu were a student. In a-senseeac4 of"
.

you 'will be asked to play two Niles as, you proceed with the

contents of this pa agestudent.and guidance team member.

DuringAhe presentations,,readings, discOssions, and exercises
.....t ,-

try to maintain your - student role. is at the implement

stage hen considering how best to help students, AlLyo)4 ud
paricCulansetting achieve a sense of self-validation that your

role as a guidance, team merrier millibe most helpful.

f
;

I

4
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I., INTRODUCTION: SELF.VALIDATION

)

1

71_, 41

This package originadalkith the student needs, assessment

conducted by.the Georgia Career Guidance Project,stoffin 1'975.
)

5tudents indicated concern about "sprin'ging free" fromAistorical

determinints.of their thoughts; behavior, and feali, and they

felt a high pilority need to establish-controffor their own

lives. 'This training packagedoesdnot presume that'students are-
.

'opposed to diregtions/froM parents; teachers, and other significant

adultirin'theit lives. The assumption'made,,hOwever, is that.
( k

stUdents do need to clarify for thedielves what pak guidanCe they
A

wait to incorporate 4n order to establish a self-ness (dh )

their-liv,(es. Additional14, students are concerned/about t e pres-s-:

of bigness in educa &ion, government,'industry,*d snciii
. >,

structures. With a.clear sense of self (identity) and confidence-
---,

,

in one's at))) i ty to project. one's /elf, andrwiwith a 1,1 i rig of

tndepindence students dould._. be better prepared for toping with the
.

. -

demands of responsibility inligldependet, participation in a complex
,

, J -ni-1

society.
..,

' This training,package was designed to acquain uidance team

members with -some factoeS .and processes that relate; to a'peeson'-

(students)Ohiping quest for independence, identity, and
1.

confidence.
gso

,
i

More specifically, this packagewas designed to help guidance

.
. \

team members learn moresqlput particular psychological concepts

and principles-which can facilitate student understanding ot.

1

_
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A

GENERAL ilGGESTIONS TO THi'LEADER

, 1. At times throughout this module yotryill find brief content

3
. `sections)which may be used as mini-lectures in-sessignor

---

4

----"":"

74r home reading'assignmentsf or.as the basis for informal

discussign:- Based on the needs awareness, and skill of.-
r

.I.
the group, oze your own discltion i chbosing whNbh fay-mat

you
4

will l ,implement. The :/otal workshop format, however,
S 0-'

siel elude lectUrti, discussibns, and assigned reading n.iitib

, --'
.-

4-1 f
. , .

for VarieU.
..

,

.

I 1
Many activities depend on initial. participant naiveté and

- ,

. , r.

- .move in a_step-like progression tOward awarepess through ,

jj
/experience. For this reason some activities are only briefly

. ,

mentioned in-the participaht manual but thoroughly explained

i

in your manual. Leader popies of these activities should be

made available to participants who want to use them as
.

*
i resource material in their own schools. T

..

, ..

You will need a, .all of masking tape for Activity 14 and some

newsprint or othe 'inexpensive paper for several tither-)
iic

,-;

0

activities in which lists or Commeny need tg be recorded,

4. Acibiity time suggestions are only estimates. Feel 6ee tco

lengthen or shorten activity duration according to 'the needs

of the group.

5. As in all group activities, the role of leader/ficilitatOr

oC.
is crucial in this workshop. Your interest, enthusiasm, and

familiarity with the material can only enhance your own and .

the groups experience of this modulb.

3



5

The brief rtent to follow may be used as the basis of an

inttTductOty ni-Tfil-iecture An the first section of this module,
_ .

or At may be-used as material to be read by each participant

upon completion of the introdUption.

L-2
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II. ME - THE SELF

A. IdentAy'

A Person's sense of identity develops very early in life.

From the earliest days of infancy each of us has a name,

,naturally associated with our parents' background and expectations.

That background and those expectations define from birth certain

characteristics that come to be associated with "me." In addition

to the historical identity, each of us has a sexual identity,

inherently related to historical identity. Although maleness and

femaleness are biological facts and naturally the most obviou's

characteris'tic of anyone's self, 90'acceptance or rejection,

oneself as either masculine or feminine is not biologically

determined - -but rather psychologically influenced by how each of

us is taught to feel about him/herself as a sexual person. From

the earlieit moments after birth a boy is tagged with a blue

bracelet, wrapped in a blue blatiket, and'eXpected to cry louder,

longer and be more active than his female counterpart, tagged

with a pink bracelet, wrapped in a pink blanket, and expected to

be softer, guietr and less active from birth.

In short, the biological me is only one part of the total me,

and to become that total me both personal and sexual identity

must be acknowledged, but not defined as all-controlling factors

that dictate and prescribe entire lives. Each self is a function

of a multiplicity of variables which include not only a historical

3



sense of identity, and a sexual identity, but also include a

personal sense of self defined by how I feel about me and how ,I

think the world feels about me. Our conception of self, then,

is also determined by our description of ourselves as individuals

and as participants in interactions with others.

1 IJ

4
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ACTIVITY 1

THREE THINGS I LIKE ABOUT MYSELF

Purpose: To introduce oneself in a positive way.

Participants should divide into dyads. Each individual

should then, write down three things he/she likes about him/

herself. After each individual has completed this, he/she should

share these impressions of self with the other dyad member. The

second dyad member should then share his/her 14t.



ACTIVITY 1

THREE THINGS I LIKE ABOUT MYSELF

This exercr:should be brief and informal- -and should

provide a chance (1) for participants to introduce themselves

to at least one other participant; and (2) for participants to

acknowledge and disclose positive feelings about themselves.

When dyads have completed the interaction and reassembled in

the large group, you might ask for examples from the individual's

lists. These examples might then be used as a lead-in to the

next activity, lA or 2.

L-3



Leaded Note.

Activity lA is included as an option only because it may be

41

appropriate for some groups, disastrous for others. Once you

have assessed the mood and tone of your group as well as the

familiarity among participants, you may decide'to use or delete

this activity.

AP-

I A



ACTIVITY 1-A:

GRIPES AND LIKES EXERCISE,

Purpose: To clear the air before getting underway and to allow

participants to respond personally to the workshop.

or

Step 1: Ask everyone to share what° they are upset, ry or

anndyed about with the group by shouting out whertthay

are ready. No formal order need be imposed, only, to.wait

until the ptevious person is finished. The facilitator may

start the procedure to model for the others. Comments

might include: "I'm really mad because my breakfast took

r 45 minutes to be served." "It's too.pre+ Jay to be

inside." "I ilt like this room, it ha, wallpaper."

etc.



ACTIVITY 1-A

GRIPES AND LIKES EXERCISE

Purpose: To clear the air before getting underway and to allow

participants-to-re4Ond personally to the,workshop.

Step 1: Ask everyone to share what they are upset,. angry, or

annoyed about with the group by shouting out when they

are ready..-No formal order need be imposed, only to

wait unt0:10 pry ,erson is finished. The

facilit. Jure to model for the

others. Con .) might include: "I'm really mad

bkause my breakfast took 45 minuteg-to be 'sere/ed."

"It's too pretty a day to be _inside." "I don't like

this room,-it has ugly wallpaper.", etc.

Step 2: Thk ask everyone to share whay they like, feel good

about% appreciate. Again, the facilitator may start

off. Comments might include: "I stood in the shower

for fifteen minutes this morning and I felt realy

good." "I'm glad to,be making new friends." "I'm

\
feeling excited about what I am learning here.", etc.

There is no need for any follow-up discussion. It is

tOmportant that you maintain control for this activity, and errd it in

such a way that participants feel free of the past and ready to

enter into a new experience.
.4



"ACTIVITY

PARENT. -CHILD ADULT WORD ASSOCIATION

,

j,

Purpose: To acquaint individuals with the multiple rolei

everyone a$s ones:
4

Working in the large group; participants shOuld brainstorm a

list of associations for the thrPn terms.

Parent, Adult

1

I



as

'1

ACTIVITY 2

PARENT-CHILD-ADU T WORD ASSOCIATION

Have participants suggest these as freely and honestly as
.

:posSible but work on each list separately beforemoving to the ...

next category. You may want to use a blackboard or large poster

./
for recording these. When all three categories have numerous

associations, discuss with the group which characteristics under

111

each label are desirable(feelings arApehaviors. A list of

associarpons is attached to be used as a stimulus s ould the

group encouriterliifficulty with this task.

When this activity is completed, the lists should provide

examples of behaviors or fallings that may be dis5ussed as

transjtions into the next section, What Roles I Plaly.

This next section should not begin, with content, but with

Activity 3, which flows naturally out of Activity 2.

"74

1

L-6



Parent

,superior
child
elPects 16stification,
owing. 7

utturing
oles
mothering
authority
discuss
controlled
security

i/ frightening

blind

l at
ASSOCIATIONS aTIti9ASLISTS,

rigid
compulsive

"Child

inferior
creative
little
questioning
smart
imagination

innocent
impulsive
immature
spontaneous
loving,

insecure
demandin,

self-centered
growing

conniver
dependent
fear

.4

t

Adult,

equal ..

understanding

sex
reality - gatherT6 data
mature
indeVendent
responsible
freed
flexi e -

creativt
solves problems ,
expresses.feblings appropriately
doisions
behavior
loving

41,

4,

A .
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Urpose:

ACTIVITY 3

RQLES TO .PI AY

To discuss parent,'Ctiild,

different states in the s

adult roles as
L `'

person or!sAme interaction.

Participants, in the large group, will dis

child, adult descriptions in the lists of ActiVity 2.
cjo,c!r_

7

the arent,

1

a

ft

.9
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'ACTIVITY 3

ROLES TO PLAY

s

Vol.' may 'Wank to focus{ the discm ston, on,

1. Why parent, adult, child ac(as they clq.

2. .'What needs and expectations afire associated with each

of the r;oles(

3. Op some roles
),

o elicit-ether role behaviors?

For each of these,topics 'attempt to elicit from the

group examples 'from !'their own. experience.

Whdn the discussion seems tohave covered these points

of analysis, use partippant commen's as a trattsitton into the

content which follows, which may be used as a mini-lecture or

` -.45 reading material.

55



B. ROLES'

. To knowyourself and to knoW how you'rglate to'others, ydu

must first become aw4e of your theiughts:,'Yeelingt,,..andbe>jors,
\ '

_the OsychOlogicar statewith which-they :Mighbe asSoci4ied, ,I' ,

.

.

.6 .
, _ ,

1

. ..

.::-/ .9.

and howthey affect others in an interaction, The lerms parent,

child and adults, are helpful here.as labe1s'of emotion and

behavior clusters which may or may not be adaptiveiP- Varying

interactions. Because all individuals assume many different

roles to:fit the-neelds of Various situations, individuals may

Ilflutcivate between several roles when the need arises.

'Parent Role

Parents serve as modelsfor children but also provide an

emotional climate which may be warm or cold, mild or hat5h,

conducive or destructive to the child'sgrowth. Most parents

are, sympathetic, protective, and nurturi-i g some of the time but

critical, prejudicial, moralizing, and nitive at other times.

The role of nurturing parent (NP) or critical parent (CP) is

mt obVious when employed with the child, but may also

provide a means of response toward other adults. kdoctor-
.

reassuring a patient may assume a role of parental nurtd ance

and protectiveness and a wifemay assume a sympathetic air

'wish an overworked husband. On the other hand teachers may

respond critically to a loud student and a wife may respond

10



punitively or with moralizing criticism to a tardy husband.

times, all individuals act,*speak gesture,: and think as
.0

parental figure.

.Child Role

All individuals carry into adulthood memories of childhOod

impqlses, and behaviors which might be described as--
1.

isiti affectionate, selfish, bean, playful, whining,

'lat. manipulative. Yet children are naturally self-centered and

s.001W

pleasure-loVing, otherwise described as impulsive, untrained,

and expressive. This natural child (NC) with society's

modifications learns to adapt to others by developing socializa-

tion skills, such as sharing and courtey. In this way the

ree child (f C) becomes the adapted child (AC).

0
The Free Child role might further be defined as one who '

seeks pleasure, explores with curiosity, and is unrestricted

in 6s/her sensuous or aggressive' behaviors. Such a Free Child

role may be seen in an elderly woman licking an jce-cream tone

with obvious,delight, or a couple dancing all night with total

.dis'regard to time and restraints. But one may_also find the

Free Child.role in the insensitive, bully boss in a factory,

the window-breaking, rebellious student, and the adult afraid

to be alone. Insensitivity, aggression, rebellion and fear

are also characteristics of the Free Child.

The Adapted Child role includesta sense of the difference

between right and wrong and a sense that expressiveness is



inhibited. To'become adapted naturally.means to become aware

of other peop*;'entto learn social skills, while over-
. d '0 .

adaptation is astociated with mindlessly comply4ng, blaMing,

sulking, withdrawing,. procrastinating; with being controlled

by a parent role.:

Adult Role

The Adult role includes skillS. to reason, evaluate

stimuli, process data, gather technical information, and'store

informatton for future reference. It enables an individual to

live independently and to be selective in responses used with

others. To function as an adult; one must continually

participate in reality testing, the process by which all

individuals perceive and, evaluate their current situation by

relating it to stored data acquired from past experience and

accumulated knowledge. Education strengthens this role

because it shapes and strengthens skills in, gathering,

organizing &id evaluating information; and experience aids ih

the development of this cle because it-provides a source of

data for future reference.0 When the Adult role is activated,

it allows One to collect and Organize information .predict

4

possible consequences, and Ma e conscious decisions. BUt,-it

also allews'an individual to function in 'an appropriate and

sensitive way with other. individuals. In other words, this

:role effectively incorporates appropriate child and parent-

i2



like behaviors, thoughts, and-feelingsbUt-pmils:the-malidaptive'-'

behaviors from the child and parent roles.

O

z

' )
1
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ACTIVITY 4

ROLES I PLAY

Purpose: Toallow participants to recognize variations of these

roles in themselves.

Working individually participants should complete the

following exercise by writing down, in brief note form, responses

tq the following situations:

Your Parent:

...Think of one.thing yoU now.do which you copied from a
parent figure and perhaps repeat to your spouse, children,
friends, or co- workers.

...Think of one parental message,PAi still hear in 'your head
and obey, fight againtt, or feel confused about.

...Think of a recent situation where you believe you gathered
facts and on the best of these facts, made a reasonable
decision.

...Think of a remit situation in which you felt hostile and
Agressive (or sulky, depressed, and so forth), yet were
able to act reasonable and appropriately in spite of your

. feelings.

Your Child:

...Think of one form of manipulation you used successfully
as a child that you still use.

...think of one thing'you did for fun as a child that you
still do.

This exercise is adapted from Born To Win by James &'Jongeward (1973)

14



ACTIVITY 4

ROLES I PLAY

L

When participants have completed the written portion of this

activity, they should be asked to share in the group discussion some

of their personal examples. Your concluding' remarks might focus on

when it is appropriate to be P -like, C-like, A-like. From this you

will move into Activity 5.

t

f

L-8
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ACTIVITY 5

ROLE kLAYING

Purpose: To allow participants to experience and observe

various roles.

In this exercise you will have the opportunity to role-play

and observe the role-play'of the adult, child, andparent states.

The workshop leader will give further instructions and describe

the situations to be used in the role-playing exercises.

A



ACTIVIfY*5

ROLE PLAYING

The following exercise will involve half of the participants

in role-playing, while the other half will observe for specific

language and non-verbal communication indicative of the various

roles... One or two sentence situations will be read aloud by the

facilitator to the role-playing participants.. Role-players will

respond to the situation from their assigned roles.

,STEPS: 1. I Divide the voup in half, with role-playing participants

(Group 1) in two smaller'semi-circles on the inside and observers

(Group 2) in a large semi-circle facing the role-players.

2. Assign half the observers the taskof observing body

language or non-verbals indicative of each role;

assign the ether observers the task of noting spetific

language indicative of the roles.

3. Assign each group orole-players their role. See

step 10 for assignments.

4. Read the short sample situation. See step 10.

5. Allow each role-playing group approximately one

minute to.discuss among themselves representative

responses from theiryartkular ego-state.

. 6. Set up a dialogue between the two role groups'by having

one group initiate the dialogue and the other group



-Iporltarieously respond. Allow for several exchanges,

in this matter.

t, ,11/. Nave each group of role- players share:other

I
..-°

responses they thought of, but did not use.

Ask each'of'the role- playing,groups to share how they

are feeling\towards the other group and towardsIthem-
,

selves.

Ask ea" set of observers to share with the group
(

what they saw or heard indicative of each role.

lb. kepeat for each pair of roles as charted below. You

may want to use 1, 2 or all 3 of the situations

depending on the needs of the group.

'roles: a. CP (CrittEal Parent and AC (Adapted Child)
b. NP (NurtuNng Parent) and FC (Free Child)
c. A (Adult). 'and A (Adult)`

situations: a. A teacher .has made an error an. another teacher
is calling attention to it.

CP = person calling attention to error
AC = person who made error

b. An administrator comes to work blurry-eyed and
tired.

NP = friend of the tired administrator
FC = administrator

c. Someone with less seniority who, is usually fooling
around gets the promotion another person was
working for.

A,= person.,who didnot get the promotion.
A = friend of thiy person

11 Have Group 1 switch to the obserder roles and Group 21

switch to role-playing.

L-10
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I.

12. You may want to use one...or moreof the following
, . '

.,.

. situations (depending on the needs o the group,),..

1,to allow all members to palicipate.
.

r -
13. Repeat steps 2-9 for each pair of roles as"charted 40'

14 \ below.
,

roles: a. CP (Critical Parent) and,CPo(Critical Pa'reht)
b.- AC (Adapted Child) and 'AC (Adapted'aild)*
c. NP (Nurturing Parent) ,and NP (Nurturing Parent)
d. ,FC (Free Child) and FC (Free Child)
e. A (Adult) . and A (Adult)

situations: a. Your friend buys a new car, the kind you 'always
wanted. You are talking with another friend
about it.

b. You are given a deadline to meet on a-paper that
is extremely demanding and difficult. You are
speaking with,.a fellow-student'about it.

c.,.,You Are talking with a friend-about a mutual
friend who has recently been hospitalized for
observation and tests.

d. It's Friday after school and Monday is a national
holiday. You have just met one of your good
friends.

e. You and your friend. are)the first to arrive at
the scene of a car accident where there appears
to be some injury.

he content area which follows may be used as a brief lecture

or as reading material for participants.

L-11
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IATTITUDES HAVE THATIAPFECT ROLE SELECTION
(Why.eaultp4 don't I behave more adult=like?)

t 0 0

_ .

One-of the most important va iables in every individual's Ir-

. . ,

selection of a role is the amount of responsibility that

individual is willing to take for his/her owdbehavior. The

child--child feels lie if any responsibility while the parent often,

. ,)expresses too much responsibility not only for 4e behavior f . f

self, for the behavior of
1.
others as well.

e

A

16
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PASSIVITY. VS RESPONSIBILITY

-

,

.

People tend to erase themselves% their responsibility and

;0) -the* capacitybr change. Instead of getting on with life and

accepting ,their right to make Mistakes, have opinions, 'be

less than perfect, they are busy making excuses. They. make;
110

excuses to themselves for their kehavior they do not want to

accept' i their own, they make excuses for their thoughts they,

dp not want to accept as theft own, and thft make.excuses for,

their feelings they do not want'to accept as their own.

Like little. children confronted by 'disapproving pare

people re busy formulatinjxcusesjor not being the way the
N

ri"should' be. They also go one step further and start making

,

excuses and setting up alibis before, they do, anything. In fact,

some get so busy making excuses-And alibis, they never get around

to doing anything. People learn early that they "have to

-
`answer.for their behavior" and so are very.busY doing just that

or else 4king. re they won't be held accountable for omissiont

in their-behavior.

Language is one of the common ways in which people tend to

erase themselves and take the crouch of passivity. People often

;) make statements like, "You just can't do anything to reach some

of. these kids today," when a more accurate sentence might be,

°I don't know how o reach some of these kids and. am hot

willing to find out how." Another example might be, "It just

0

17
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Mikes you so mad when the teacher acts that way;:I just have to

ditch school. You can't sit in the same classroom with her,

when a more,accUrate statement might be,, "I'm so mad at, my

teacher that I have'decided not to go to her class because I do .

not know hpw to communicate with-her and-I'm not willing to

learn."

Following L a list of some of the common woklsand phrases

' t t .

people usefo erase themielves and become passir. Thelsecond

list communicates the sen $,e of responsibility for one's-own ..-I

behavior. , NI
V

passive

I can't

0 , -

I have to I choose to 4

. You or it

res on -ibis-,

I won't; I-choose not to

'He/Shegt makes .me. I make myielf; I choose to
4) ,

I'll try ° I doubt I do-it; I won't d it;

I don't thiAk I will do it'we 1
enough ,

I need I want
k)

.. .Why-do.you
. ,

rI don't like what you do
('

e

Wy I; I want you to

Rut. erases what is said before ,

,.

People often have brainwashed themselves into believing they
.

"can't" do many thing which they can. Yet', when a person changes



hiss /,her language pattern to one of ownership and

ohe/she takes ibe Orst Atevin owning and taking

for behaviors, thoughts, and. feel in#S: Whenever

-owns his/her behaviors, hi/she is4exercising the

( powenka 1 1 teopl e peed overt1421r ves .

(

l 4

I

. f

a
Ner

j
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OSe:

6'--, 1!

I CAN'T/I WON'T.
ti

,

To provide participants practice in owning their

dyn thoughts and behaviors.

The leader will explain this exercise in which your will' work

in dyads and move from ftdssive non -acceptance of nut. ver4liza-
..

tions to acceptance of responsibil y fqr those same thoughts.

e?
>

4

20
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ACTIVITY 6

I CAN'T/.I WON'T AND I HAVE TO/I CHOOSE TO

The following exercises will involve participants working in

dyads, .then meeting as a large group and sharing experiences.

Theseo exercises center on ownership of and responsibility7,'

taking for opp's behavior.

STEPS: 1. Ask p,rticipants to pair up with someone and sit

facing each other,maintaining eye contact throughout

the exercise.

2. (After dirads are formed) ask one person in the dyad

to share a list of things in his/her day to day

experience that he/she "cannot do." Have than begin

each sentence with "I can't..." and fill in. Give

bno explanations. The listener is to keep a mental

list of what is heard (no written notes). Then,

switch and the listenei- share in the same manner

as above. Have each person talk approximately 4

3. G the attention of the group and ask them in the

same format as in step 2 to use the same "I can't"

list and to substitute "I won't" at the beginning of

each sentence. Oqir. NO explanations, rationale,

L-12
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etc. simply have them say won't..." and fill in.

Instruct them to maintain eye contact and pay

attention to boy posture as well as feelings. When

4L
the dyads have-completed this (4 minutes)

4. Get the attention of the group and ask them in the

same format as in step 2 to repeat their "I won't"

list, pause and say anything else that they may think

of. Give the following example or variation of:

I can't get to places on time.
to

I won't get to places on time.
to

I woelt get to places on time. rhate to
be blisedaround.

(Allow 5 minutes)

5. Have the dyads form a large group and discuss the
efo

following questions and points:(

-a: How did you feel when you said "I won't" and not
"I can't?" 'Did any of you feel more powerful,

1c, stronger, more in charge of yourself? (note:
frequently people will change their. body posture
during this,exercise, from a slouch and resigned
head shake during the "I can'ts" to more erect
posture and deliberate head shaking. Also, often
there is more laughing in a ha-ha-you-can't-make-
me-do-it way when in tn,Q "I won'ts." Ask the
group if they noticed these or similar changes.

b. Most of the time, people use the phrase "I can't."
meaning unable or incapable, when what they really
mean is that they are able and capable. ,But do trot
want to, for whatever reason. People convince
themselves that they are less able, less capable
than they really are.



r.

v,

c. How many of you filled in after "I won't" during
the last part of this exercise? Do you have, more

-insight into the logic and reasoning of the
decisions you have made about yourself?

I HAVE TO/I CHOOSE TO

s

STEPS: '6. In the same dyads, ask participants to share a long

r

'list of things in their day today experience that

4$,

a
4

they have to do. Begin each sentence with "I have

to..." and fill in. Continue as in step 2.

. (Allow 4 minutes)

7. Get the attention of the group and ask them to use

the same "I have to" list and substitute "I choose
tr.

to..." and fill in. See steps 2 and 3. (Allow 4

minutes)

8. Get the attention of the group and ask them to repeat

-9.

their "I choose to" list, pause, and say-anything

else that they rliay think of. GiVe the following

examples or vas ition'of:

I have to keep my job that I don't like.
to

Uchoose to keep my job that I don't like.
to

I,choose to keep my job that I don't .

I like to feel safe and secure.

(Allow 5 minutes)

Have the dyads form a large group and discuss the

following questions and points:

L-14
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a. Same as step 5-a.

b. Even when choices are among two undesirable'

routes or consequences, a choice is available.

Most of the time,people convince themselves
that they have no choices, have no power to say
yes or no, to decide.

c. Same as step,5-c. This last point will prOVIde

a ready transition into the next activifiy on

self-control.



1

ACTIVITY 7

PUSH BUTTON

Purpose: To provide participants practice in owning and

controlling their own emotions.

g'
You will be asked to fantasize about several situations in

Ars.

which you may,,have found yoUrself. The leader will describe the

type of situation on which you will need to,focus. This activity

will be most beneficial if you will let yourself go and attempt

to mentally create a personal experience. The leader will

provide furthe rections.

21
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ACTIVITY 7

PLAN BUTTON

The following exercise will involve all participants working

alone in the group and sharing their experience afterwards, if

they are willing. This imagery exercise focuses on the power

each individual has to create feelings through selective focus.

STES: 1.

I

Ask each participant to put all objects they may be

holding down and to get into a comfortable position

where they can breathe deeply and fully. 'Allow 30

seconds for participants to relax and become

comfortable.

2. Ask participants to close their eyes. Say in your

own words or read smoothly and quietly the following:

P

a. Let yourself remember an incident where you felt
really good, on top orbthe world--perhaps an
incident where yob accomplished a goal, were
recognized the way you like to be recognized.
Let,yodi.self be there. Feel the expression on
your face, feeT-your body posture, feel your
feelings inside. Be there. (Wait approximately
30; seconds).

b. Now, change your focus +and think of a time when
you felt awful, terrible. Let yourself be there.
.Feel the expression on your face, feel your body
posture, feel your feelings inside. Be there.

.(Wait approximately 30 seconds).

c. Now, let yourself go back to and focus on that
incident where you were really feeling good.
Feel your feelings, let yqeself be there again.
(Wait approximately 20 seconds).

L-16



3. Discuss the following questions and points with the

group:

a. How many of you let yourselves mentally reexperience
this experience? How many of you let'yourselves
go all the way through, from positive to negative
to positive again?

b. Within a matter of seconds, you changed your
feelings by focusing, re- focusing and re- focusing
back again. By what each of us chooses to focus
on and the intergretations we put into words and'
actiOns, we decide how we will feel.

c. Each of us pushed our own emotional buttons. We
are not machines at the will of whoever or whatever
might come along, but are decision and choice-
makers.

d. Facilitator may mention that if 'some participant
*Stuck themselves in a negate feeling, perhaps

° they have some "unfinished Ibusiness" or
unresolved feelings there. This last point may
be Used as a transition into the next content
area.



4

PORPOSIMENESS OF BEHAVIOR AND EMOTIONS
.

4 \.

People settle into patterns of negative behaviors and

emotions for a variety of reasons. These emotions w ich subtract

or take away from a person getting on with life in arenjoyable,

constructive way at often seen by the individual as being out of

his/her control. On the contrary, the person is actively,,but

without awareness, repeating these behaviors and creangthese

emotions for a purpose. Emotions such as anger, fear and sorrow,

when
P
used excessively or inappropriately, especially for pity or

blame, are almost always self-defeating. Confusion, forgetfulness,

oyer-sleepirng, over-eating, abusing drugs, la4ness, etc. are

often self-defeating and 'yet many people keep repeating old

patterns.

The usejte such old patterns may reconfirm an early decision

about life, provide a way to get nrnish justffiLation

for maladaptive behaviors or pr dH e for feelings of

inadequacy or failure. The behaviur is serving a purpose.

Nothing makes people behave in.self-defeating ways, except

themselves. People do it for the purpose of surviving and finding

a place for themselves when they are-afraid for some rason to be

honest and straight with themselves and others. They may fear

being stup;id not prepared, preparing for an exam so that if they

do not,do well, their poor performance may be explained as laziness.

4sN.
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'rather...than stupidity.' Often such people will say to themselves

"I could have done it, if I tried." If they dell, then they

can brag about how smart they were to do so well without studying.

This is often called buying insurance.. Emdt1A, like other

behaior, have a,purpose.,

Since people are often very creative, a behavior or emotion

may serve more than one purpose at a time. For example, a person

may-use his/her depression In a nunder of ways at once. He/She

may involve otherroping these others will feel sorry for one

with so many hardships. At the same.I.ime, he/she may use it as -\_,,

a good excuse for not doing as well as might be expected: Pfer

all, what c yone expect of a person with all these problems?

While al this is going on, he/she may even use it as a way of

feeling s1) cial in a downtrodden way--as theIong goes, "Nobody

knOwsthe tr uble I've seen."'

The problem occurs when a person uses behaviors and emotions

in self- defeating ways. Even constructive behaviors can be self-

.,

defeating when 4( person uses them to avoid some area of his/her

own life. If people are willing to take responsibility fOr their

own actions, even creating the feelings and behaviors they use to

block themselves, they are less likely to defeat themselves.
0

is usually important to determine what 1eople are getting out of

their behavior, and also important to deal with that "what"

directly. For instance, a person may prefer to be called lazy .

4
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4

'Wan stupid and will reily own
"
being lazy, but laziness is not

the issue, it is the fear being labeled stupid. It is important

to note that emotions and behaviors May also serve to reinforice

early decisions and so the purpose is to prove that early decision

right. For exaMple,-the woman who plays psychological games to

be hurt by men proves herself right--that men cannot be trusted

and it is dangerous to get close to t em.

Thus, it is importapt to look at what the pers'on is using

his /her emotions and self-defeating behaviors to achieve. When

a pers n says, "If only I didn't have this prob.
. I would be'able

to
)

" or "If it hadn't been c

I would have- .", hrlr;he g a good clue about,

the purpose the behavior or emotion is serving.. Such self-

defeating behaviors and emotions can be altered because each

individual can own them and 'take control of them.

24
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DEALING WITH SELF-DEFEATING THOUGHTS AND EMOTIONS

2

There are a numbe of'ways an individworcan break up

his/her pattern of self-:defeating eRotIons. An effective approach
6

With a'partfier go throUgh(the following steps (see form for

Approach I):

the ways in which you make yourself

angry or depressed or scared,7tc. What do you think,

what do you say to yourself, what ki"nds of situations

to'youlTpUt yourself in, what do you way, not say, or do'

to other/ if, they are involved?

2. What do you get out of the above? How would your life

be different if you stopped?, Explore in detail what

goes on after. What do you say to yourself? What do

others do? Ho do you respond?, What do you say to

others?

3. Once you have i bod idea about wpat you are dofhg, how

you'are doing it,'and what kl_po'e getting out of it,

decide if you want to continue. If you choose to stop,

consider what is the worst thing that might happen if

you stop. Push this until yd'u,discoar your greatest

dread and then consider for yourself
11

if it is valid in

r
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the light,of your present day life. If you tielieve it is,

you may or may not want to change.

( 9

4. If you want to change, make a list of what you will

do differently so as not to create and use the emotions to

block yourself. Look at step 1 for ideas.

5. Now, make &list of all the ways you could sabotage

.yourself if you wanted to.

,,pproach II:

The next approach is a variation of thought stopping. It is

Most effective after you have gone through the above stOs. I

a simple approach that takes some practice to put into effect.

As soon as you become aware you are starting to create the

:feeling, or are perpetuating it with your thoughts, ask yourself

if it is serving any constructive purpose. If it is', then take

appropriate action to deal with the situation. If it is not,

then ask yourself if you wantto hang onto the feeling. If you

doi then go ahead and,enjoy it. If not, then change the'focA of

your attention to the here and now,becoming involved with the
. .

task athand. If the present task is not that involviIng, then

have a pleasant fantasy,/It usualll-helOs to select a couple of

fantasies that yopoenjoy ahead of time. FantaSies might include

taking "a walk in the woods, sailing, being with a friend, etc.

r
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Approach III:

The last approach for dealing with self-defeating thoughts.4
f

,

more limited, bat especially good with fear. It,is 'based on the
(

fact that most emotional states are arousal states and are

,physiologically the.ame. That a personwho i afraid, angry,

or excited-is exOriencindthe same physio101ical. tate. Te

difference .ios what we choose to label it in context. A good example

is watching people on a roller coaster Some are afraid of the

event while others are excited. Woth groups are experiencing

the same situation and 'similar physiological-arousal, but they

are labeling the experience differently.

Thus, one way to deal with your emotions, es ecially fear, ,

when you are putting them in your way, is py rela ling them. For

example, the next time you start making yourself fraid, look

around to see if there'is any real and immediate danger to life

or limb. If there is, take some sort f actions,. IT riot, then

le.tyourself experience your excitement by labeling it arousal,

excitement or'eVen a new and different experiepce.

%

,
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r ACTIVITY 8 .
,

FAVORITE SELF - DEFEATING THOUGHT /EMOTION

,

Purpose: To allow participants to become,aware of their self-

k
defeating though ,.and to provide alternative

/
f

constructive ways of channeling these.

Complete the following workMleets,
4

filling in the blanks
) -

al honestly and candidly as possible. When you have completed

this, the leader will conduct a discussion asking you for your

P

"favOrite" self-defeating thought or emotion as well

suggestions and others' suggestions from this worksheet for

dealing with these thoughts and emotions.

28
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ACTIVITY 8

FAVORITE SELF-DEFEATING THOUGHT/EMOTION

Allow 20 minutes for participants to complete the worksheet

and thenmesk the group to share both their self-defeating emotions

and what behaviors or thouglits (step #4) theywitl change in order

to deal with this constructively. You might on a blackboard

or poster bOard make two lists:

Self-defeating emotions

4

If group interest is maintained, a third list might be,addedL--
---)

Suggested ways for dealing
constructively with these

-.A

How my life may change if deal

with these more coristructively .

When the discussion and-interest seem to lag, you should

conclude this session quickly with a brief summai-y of the

attitudes covered in this section: J. 4.

Personal responsibility for self

Self-erasure

Self-control

Self-defeating thoughts or emotions

4

This summary should provide you and participants with an

opportunity to clarify-or examine any questions about this section..

L-18
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FORM FOR APPROACH I (Breaking up self-defeating emotions)

1. Ways I make myself (fill in aself-defeettbg
emotion, such as a'ger, depression, fear, sadness)..

'What,situations4
I am usually in

What I think &
say to myself

What I say and do/
ordo not say and'

do to others

a. a. (41' a:

4
b: b. b.

c. c. 40 e.

d. d.,
.

d.

e. . e. e.
7.

.

f vf. f.

2. Ways my life would be different if I did not think, say and do
the above behaviors:

a. I. would

b. I would

c." I would

7%
3. If I stop being

might happen?
from #1 above)

, what is the worst thing at

a. might happen if I stop.

b. If (a) happens,- wh \t is the worst thing that might happen?

c. If (b) the worst thing that might happen?

C-

29
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cr. If .( ) happens, what is the worst thing that might happen?
,

4,- 1.

Continue with this list until-the VERY WORST thing is examined. (

e. If I don'A get will
(from #1) (worst thing)

still happen today in my present situation? yes

. no

4. What I will do differently
t

so I will not make myself feel.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

(from #1)

5. If I wanted to, I might sabotage myself by doing some or all of
the following:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

30
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following content area may be used in the format most

effective for this group at this particular point in the workshop..

Because of the technical nature'of this conceptualization, a brief

lectire with' group participation in clarifying and defining terms

might be most usefdi here. If this format is used, you and

participants may suggest example situations from your own/lIves

which blight be explained in the terminology ofrtransactional

analysis.

L-19
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III, ME ,AND YOU - THE SELF AND OTHERS

A, SELF AND OTHERS: A CONCEPTUALIZATION

Because no one,lives 6 a vet/uumA we are all constantly

interacbing with.our environment and other, people in it. To do

this most effectively, an understanding not only of self but of

others is important. Transactional analysis provides emotional

and intellectual insight into ourselves and others,. and thus is

one way of Conceptualizing interactions between people. This

I.

approach ig based on several assumptions:

`1. That any individual can think for him/herself

Z. That any individual can lake'his/her own` decisions

3., That any individuaT can express his,/her feelings

In short, it is, mes that each of us con control our-own lives

and that each of us can interact more honettly, openly, and

therefore effectively with other people. The ultimate goal of

this conceptualization is open communication between individuals

who are aware of their own emotional and intellectO motives.
4

Anything that happens between two people will involve a

transaction between them because one or both send a message and/or

esponse. All transactions can be, classified as:

1. Complementary
2. Crossed (or)

3. Ulterior

31



A complementary transaction occurs: when a me age gets a

predicted response. These are the expected and ap ropriate

interactions for'most of us in most situations, are indictive

of open-lines of communication between the two in
t

erecting people:

In all transactions, 'complementary and otherwise' the participafits'

assume roles such as those discussed.earlier: parent, adult, child.

Examples of complementary transactions might be diagrammed:

.'

Message ParentD

"What is the Adult ic)
annual salary
for` this job?" Child

1

0 Parent Response

Adtilt "It starts
at $8,000."

Message 'Parent° ."2 (;) Parent .Response

"I'm so mad Adult 0 4 Adult, "Something has
I could scream" angered you a

Child 0 °Child great deal. Let's
talk over co fee:"

',
in each of these transactions, communication is open because the

responsesgieft4erelpected and appropriate to the message.

A. crossed transaction occurs when an unexpected response is

fade to the message. This often causes,people to withdraw, sulk',

and feel confuse'd, or hurt.

Message Parent 0

"What's for Adult 0
supper?"'

.Child 0

6 D
32

3

Parent Response
'Y

("Adult "You're always so
impatient when

("Child you get home.".!



Message

We have not
dealt with
4ohn's bad
Oades yet."

Parent

Adult

Child 0

0 Parent Response

"0 Adult "Who cares?!

OChild

,
Message Parent 0 Parent. Response

..-'''''
?Let's leave Adult 0 0 Adul t f"You have a
work early today responsibility to
so we can catch Child 0)....)0Chif'd stay at the school

------.--thaf sale2""'--, the full -eight .

,-,..' hourS."

An ulterilor transaction, the.most complex type, occurs when an

overt and an ulterior message are sent.

When the school lib arian tells a student a new book is very

410

difficult and for matu e students only that message may .be overt..

Adult. 0

and it m also be ulterior, appealing to the child's, sense of

"I'm a grown up now."

Adult

()Chi 1 d

Similarly, when a student is continually late for class and

forgetful
of assignments but offers direct explanations, that

"student may be explaining as an adult with responsibility for his/ _

her own behavior

1
Adult 0 0 Adult

33
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Pl

or may be inviting, as a child invites negative attention-Dr

ptrental crtticisp

0 Parent

Child
J

Transactions are then not only.simple,verbal statements, but

indirect communicaii4i as well Gestures, facial expressions,

/body posture And voice tone arettlefOre-importarrt'aspects of any

mewge and any response. What should be remembered is that in

,
appropriate, open, health relationships people dommunicate or

transact directly and honestly without ulterior motive or disgusted

- 1
innuendo. The ultimate goal in,all honest interactions is

complementary transactions between.individuals operating in adult

_roles,

6,,
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ACTIVITY -9

TRANSACTIONS

Purpose: To alltow participants to experience and observe

:Aransidtions and thereby learn transaction typei...

1, As participant's divide yourselves into triads.

2: Each triad should decide. upon a.simpfe scene, a transaction--

complementary; crossed, or ulterior--to enact,asla charade

before the.remainder of the group.

3. Two of the triad members should functio as actors,in-this

role-playing while the third member responds to the observing

group, asking for suggestions as Ito transaction type and

indicating which answers are most accurate.

4. Limit your role-play and group charade-guessing to 5 minutes.

5. When the group has successfully labeled the transaction, the

next triad should begin, with this activity continuing until.

all triads have role-played 1eir situations.

35



ACTIVITY 9

TRANSACTIONS

If the group is slow to respond, choose two of the more active

participants and ask them to role playa student approaching a

teacher to hand-in a.late paper after school.

You may want to\ask the group to,.enact the same scene several

different 'times reguestfrtig the role players to keep one role the

1
same while changing the other (see optlOn 9-A). Both the initiator

and responder should change roles, howeVer, to illustrate that

behavior can elicit responsei., and that a listener/responder can

intrrupt the 6havior of an initiator. This procedure also

illustrates that the same stimilus may result in complementary,

cyossed,or ulterior transactions depending upon the specific

order or the awareness and intent of a responder.

-4

ot,
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EXERCISE 9A--"--

(Optional))

A folloW-up exercise to demonstrate differenttransactions fr6m

the same stimulus would be to ask each participant to write three

responses to the same stimulus statement. Each (the three

responses would illustrate a different type of transaction. The

discussion that followed -could focus on the same points as suggested

for Activity 9. The format of these responses inri ht, take this form:

Compl imentary Crossed Ulterior
Response ),Ljlesponse Response

11110

ParentO °Parent ParentO OParent Parente, 0Parent

Adult 0 --2).()Adult Adult 0 ----/OAdult Adult° 00Adul t

Child O. ()Child ChildO °Child ChildO'

A. Where is the science wing located?

B.

Individual could complete this separately, working in dyads or with

the total group.



ACTIVITY 10

FLASHBACK - MY TRANSACTIONS N),

Purpose:. to a14 participants /to personalize their involvement

in transactions.

,

Think backlo an interaction you had today:- Try to diagram

ilf3 If you think there was an ulterior transaction that was

concealed under another message include it in the. diagram. Use

a broken or dotted line to indicate ulterior transactions-.
-7

Share your diagram with a person near you. ppescribe what
/

things happened that were pleasant, unpleasant and any wishes

.you have about the transaction. T e listee47'should offer feedback

from the adult state.

4'

JP'
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ACTIVITY /0

FLASHBACK - MY TRANSACTIONS
a

This Activity after brief instructions from yqu shoyld be

initiated by and completed by participants themselves. You might

want to circulate around th& room to answer av%y questions or

clarify any issues. Stop the interactions before groUp members

\

appear to hive exhausted the possibilities of each situation
.

and ask them for any ques,Ions or clarifying points they would

like to verbalize before moving on to the next section.

f.

L-22
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2.

The following content area may be used in-the format most

effective for this group at this particular point in the

workshop. Because the nature of the game descriptions is light

and interesting, this section might be assigned as reading.

Pa

..1

L 1,23
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B. SELF AND OTHERS - An Interaction

When OP -19. cons iously or unconsciously dgciae to use their

roles in a series transactions with an ulterior purpose, they

_are playing psychological games. Psychological games, like any .

games, are initiated by individual, other individuals make

programmed or expected moves, and the game progresses to a.

predictable ending. UnfortunatelY, psychological game', 'mike=

bother games, a4 pot played for fun. Someone usuaRly gets hurt. ',..010

In transactional analysis terms, games require behavior roles

such as:

1. persecutor: One whlestablishes strict rules, enforces

them, and makes others suffer

2. victim:, One who feels continually prosecuted, hurt,

wronged

3. rescuer: One who, in 'the guise of being helpful,

fosters depen'd'ence in others

r.
These roles are legitimate ifAtle people involved are not play-

acting with ern ulterior motive, but when these roles are used to

manipulate--ptilers they are not legitimate. Following are sample

games:

Reprinted by special permission from The People. Book by Muriel
James and Dorothy Jongeward, Addison-llesTey PubTishing Company,
Menlo Park, California. 01975
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qtraw:"'

Ra.pol

Have you eye.noticed how some people eem togive others a

come-oh and then when they get the expected response, bruskthem

off? If so, yoU'yeoseen the game of Rapo.

For example, if one student flirts witti,another,,s a

positive response, then refuses further advances, the game is
.. ,

.

\likely to be Repo. In the game of Rapo the syrface tra sactions

seem honest. However, there is an ulterior transaction Child to

Child. It is-often nonverbal such as batting eyelashes, a kro rC4g__)

or a phoney smile. "Say, aren't you new around here?" said

with a flirty look could be a come-on. If the new person is

hooked and then brushes off, a game has likely beeniplayed. In a

classical game of Rapo the game ends when the person who initiated

the game feels innocent and justified in being angry because of

the sexual advances made by the other person.

The game of"Rapo can be played between people of opposite

sexes or pegple of the same sex. It does not always haveia

sexual undertone. The same dynamics are working whenever there

is a come-on followed by a brush-off. This happens when one

person comes on 'friendly, then rejects the other perso who
q"

responds in friendship. The cdiMplem ntary game of th second

/'
player is likely to be Stupid or_afla her game called'Kick Me. In

both these games one person inflicts the put-down and the other

kacce is being put down and feels vaguely guilty.

38



The Wooden Leg Game

When people pladen Leg, thee some real or imaginary
RpPr

handicap at an excuse for n4t.achieving anything.: For example, one

student was asked by a counselor why he didn't study.harder and put

more effort into learning tow to read better. In hid frustration,

he resPonded, "What do you eipect of me,_ I_ ame f broky

home." This student had been using an unha y family experience

!- from his past as an excuse for not having t study or achieve

ar;allig significant. This kind of excuse Ys like pretending to

have a major physical handicap. It's like,saying, "What can you

expect of a poor person with a wooden leg?" /Rather than goihg

ahead and ding whatever isl-possible, a person playing this gamok

uses a handicap-IsOC4ai, physical, educational, personal

background--in orderer manipulate others aneto belittleitheir

achievement. Pedple with serious handicaps mayor may not play

this gale. Helen Keller, for example, didn't.

Poor Me Games

_.-

Many games played from. the Victim position come under.the .

heading of Poor Me. People ply/thls game when they indulge in

.*

feeling sorry for themsekreCand pitying tkemselves. They have

taken the position that they are not-OK:they are not able to

solve problems or learn how to do things In a new way. They get

39



negative strokes out of complaking and whi ing and-feeling sorry

for themselves. "Why can't I be as good look ng as the others

(Poor Me):" "I never get the car (Poor Me)." "Everybody else

stays out late.. Why can't I? (Poor Me)." "Nobody else has to work.

on Saturday except me (Poor Me)." (

A vartation.of Poor Me is Ain't It 'Awful. In this game the

player does a lot of talking about how bad things are and often

exclaims, "Ain't It Awful," and. tries to gey)thers to agree.

Again, however, the player does not take any action to improve

the situation. In fact, Ain't It Awful players keep things bad

because it helps them perpetuate their role of phoney Rescuer.

Another variation of Poor Me Is Why Does This Always Happen

To. Me? People who play this game tend to feel that they are 4

jingled out for bad things to happen to them. They suffer more

misfortunes than other people. They may not be aware that

/
unknowiNly they arrange this or set things ur so that something

goes wrong.

Games that are played to get a put-down are often started by

Victims. The players may take a physical stance or posture that

makes them appear victimized. They may even use a tone of voice

that is whiney, confused, or sad, which is pa*rt of the drama of

playing the game. Usually Victims act like martyrs. In this

self-sacrificing role they may appearas Persecutors to others.

For example, a person who,says accusingly, "I've given you so much,

and I've sacrificed so-much for you, I don't understand how you

-, --\
0 \
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7)
can talk tOrmeApat way," is:playing the dialogue from the

Victim role; however;the-person being spoken to may feel

persecuted by the Poor Me player.

Games people play to get themselves put down come out of

negative childhood experiences. These experiences lead to

decisions, such as "I can never please anyone," or "I'm stupid,"

or "I won't get close to people. They might die." These

decisions are then crystallized into psychological positions and
..s

later reinforced with particular games. Games played from the

Victim role reinforce some feeling of I'm not-OK, therefore I

deserve to be put down.

Now I've Got You

a

People who play the game of Now I've Got You wait for someone

else to make a mistake and then strike out at them like a cobra,

releasing venom and making Ve other Person suffer. For example,

one employer who played a mild form Of-this game often gave

incomplete or unclear instructions. When the employee didn't do

the work right, this employer would find fault with it and strike

out by being critical in front of others. When playing a harder

game, this same person threatened firing the worker and sometimes

did. This felt like poison to the employees and spoiled their

references.

41



E ioyees may also relish p1aying the game I've Got

You with the boss.4'It can give them a lot of satisfaction to find

that the so-called authority figure makes mistakes too.

The same game can be played with friends or schoolmates. One

person lea,yesimoney, jewelry, clothes, homework, or'sports

ment around and then "catches" another person in the act of

"borrowing" something without asking. The Now I've Got You player

can thus accuse the other of stealing. 5

You can see how one person's Kick Me game and another's

Now I've Got You may be complementary. One person provdisesa

criticism, hoping to get the familiar negative stroke for,the

Child; the other obliges by coming on as Critical Parent.

Uproar

Uproar' is often a loud game involving put-downs by each

person. In Uproar people argue with each other. The game starts

when one person's accusation or criticism hooks another's not-OK

Child, which becomes defensive. The interchange quickly 1

leads to feelings of resentment. When the right amount of

resentment is collected the two players feel justified in turning

their backs on each other and stamping away. Uproar usually

leads to psychological or physical withdrawal.

1. Friend: You were supposed to return my book today. I

should have never given it to you. Now be

late with my assignment."

I k.
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A

Friend: "Why didn't youtell me that. You said the end of
the week, and today's only Wednesday."

Friend: "You know I have a math test Thursday. I'd have
to have it on Wednesday in order to bone up for my
test."

. Friend: "You shouTd
4
have satd so. You loaned me the- book

and told me nbt.to worry about it til the end of

. the week."

1. F .send: "This always happens when4 loanyou something.
It'll be your fault if I -flunk my test."

Friend: "You'vy flnked plenty of test without that excuse."

Uproar is now well on its way with accusations and defensivt,

ness or counter-accusations between the friends.

Uproar is also a common family game which isolates family

membefs from each other and builds up resentment for the next

game of UprOar.

People play -games for mans' reasons: to reinfory their

opinion that I'm not OK or You're not OK; to elicit reinforcement;

J.
to justify their behavior; to avoid open or honest relationships;

and to delay makihg changes. Regardless' of the motivation, games

are destructive to persecutor, vactim, and rescuer because they

are dishonest and manipulative.

L)
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ACTIVITY 11

GAME PLAYING 4.1

Purpose: To provide/imrticipants first-haJld observation and

participation in games.

*Y.

The group leade will explain this role-playing situation and

ti

offe suggestions to t e dyads who will participate as players.

A

c,
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ACTIVITY 11

GAME PLAYING

L

STEPS: 1. Divide the group in half, with role-playing participants

(Group 1) in two smaller semi-circles on the inside and observers

(Group 2) in a large semi-circle facing the role-players.

observers

role-players

2. Assign half the observers the task of observing body

language in icative of each role -victim, pef-secutor,

rescuer; as ign the other observers the task of noting

specific lan wage indiqative of that role.

\\ 3. Assign each group of role-players their situation.

See step 6 for assignments.

4./ Allow each role-playing group.approximately 1 minute

to discuss among themselves representative responses

from their particular role.

5. Have each group sugges\ members to actually role play

the discussed responses.

6. Repeal for each of the following ituations:

A. Your friend's spouse avi g an affair. You think

you can save him/her from mu;h psychological pain

Player from Group A: Rej cted Spouse/ Victim

Player from Group B: Consol /Rescuer



4

B. Your best student has 'been a behavior problem

lately. You decide to seek retribution by

notifying him/her this semester's grade will be

lower because of classroom antics.

Player from Group A: Anred Teacher/Persecutor

Player from Group 6: Astounded Student/Victim

You don't want to serve.o he curriculum committee

but have no socially acceptable excuse-f6r your

7.

principal.

Player from Group A: Overworked Counselor/Victim

Player from Group B: Irritated/Persecuting Principal
Condescending/Rescuing Principal

Ask ftach set of/Observers to sham with tlhe group wha.t
j

the9 saw or heard indicative of each rote

rescuer, persecutor.

4
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Leader Notes

Therlextsection.confrontstheofconvertingself-,

defeating roles or interactions to appropriate ones. In

introducing this section you may want to stres§ that just,as)

verbal interactions also have nonverbal components (as the obse er

noted in the last exercise) verbal interchangrequire appropriate

listening as well as appropriate vf..-balizations. p

You may wish to use the exercises that follow if your guidance

team members are not sufficiently skilled in reflective' listening.

These optional activities may he considered a pretest to
*-- , .(

determine your, g447 up's 'skil.
r.

*lk
k
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ACTIVITY 11-A
(Optional)

REFLECTIVE LISTEJNG EXERCISE

)'

,

Read 'each of the items-on list'of Practice Sentences for

Reflective Listening twice with a consistent inflection in your

voice. After each item,; have the Qarti cipantsyrite t40 feeling

,*
they heard being conveyed. Then ave all participants share V

quickly with the group 'what they heard.. If there is disagreement

on the feeling message 'discusi the item.and reach a resolution or

clarify th! difference

Fy

4A
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ACTIV1Tell-B

cA._ (Optional)
.1 0,

A''

REFLECTIVE LISTENING OEMONSTRATION

, 'Ar , ,

As roup 1 eade4monstreV apProlriate re pons
.

iatemen mait by ayariicipant volunteer who tal
i

of the t AI on the list that is title!: ,Discuspn

j4littpics for Listening EXecise . Your/VatUnteer may prefer,te,
1

choose a differ nte-t pic an should beNencourage t 40%o .

- ./.

, 0

I

1

r

.0-

"7-

SD,
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,

4,

ACTIVITY 11-C

(Optis41)

,

°REFLECTIVE LISTENIN RIADS
,

itDO e°,the participants'"into groups of tee with those who
,o,

have' rainIng \in 'active listeninOivided ai4ng' the groups.*.
.. .. .

--,..

(One o two ma also assist by m6ving frouriroup to group,giving

feedback'and Ssistance along with the facilitator, . Each member
o

the triad rotatebetween the speaker, listener and observer

roles. The-speaker will share, with the listener his/her 'thoughts..-,
f e gs on a subject he/she feels) strongly about. The topic

may, be drawn from the liSt used above or may be determined the
e' /

tr'ads. The speaker is to'be encouraged-to keep Ns/her

statements relatively short in 'the beginning', so that. listener

will not have
(

back to the speaker what

t*. The 1 i s.te willner wireflect
he heard in terms of thoughts and

f-
f eel in0 The observer wi 11 monitor, offering ift-ecK- and. Making

,

-sure the others-rsaii; within their prescribe role.
at,

Retkrn to the karge group for abrief discus
,f7At

previous activities.

m

on Of the

to

. f

4

y.

4.
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After the participants 'have teamed to identify the feeling

level of the statements,` the facilitator will demonstrate

reflective listening responses-using one or two Of the above

statements..
4

Next, the,facilitator will reaseteecrresponses again

and have the participants write reflective' listening responses

,

and share with the group for practice. This will be followed by

. - ,

a brief discussion;

e

41.
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LEADER OPTIONAL MATERIAL

Practice'Sentences for Reflective Listening

Following are some typical feeling statement's students might

send. The facilitator may select from these, or make up his/her
,(2114.

Own tarworksbop participants to use forpractice. Participants ,

are to identqy the feeling of the sender. While there will

usually be more than one possible right( answer, the voice 71

intonations used by the,facilitator in reading the statements

will narrow the possible correct choices.

1. 61'11 never be able to pas algebra no matter how much I
study."

2. "George,Benson asked me to the homecoming game Friday and
I told him I would go; then Frank asked me Monday and I
really wanted to' go with him sc I said yes. And now, I

don't know what to do."

"I don't see why I got, suspended, none of the other kids
did."

41, "My dad said if I don't get my hair cut, he is going to
. shave my head. It's' my hair and I don't see' what right
he has to tell me what to do with it. 1 mean, I keep it
clean and-verything. I Just don't think he has- the

5. 411 you check my. paper; I want to make sure I'lloing
it right. You know, what you want." .

6, s school-and everybody in it."

7. "I. don't care what you say, you're just trying to con me."

8. Mymother's real sick. The dottor sa:ifd she'd be alright,
but I've got this'funny,feelin' somethin' bad.is going to
happen:"

#4$
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LEADER OPTIONAL MATERIAL

Di scussion Topics for' Listenin9 Exercises
4

IP

Open campus for junior and tenior high schools

Forced busing

CIA

Kesiptinger

4

Premarital 'sexual relations

Abortion

Women's liberation movement

Men's liberation

X -rated movies

'Ted Kennedy for President

George Wallace fpr President.

School dress codes

Movfe and TV censorship

Violence in the movies

The Middle-East 'situation

11,

Grain sales to Russia

The consume/movement and ,Ralph Nader

Hank Aaron

L-29
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ACTIVITIES A, B, C

(Optional)

If you decide to use one or more of the Optional Activities

be sure to summarize the importance of reflective listening which

characterizes the adult, rather than the child or parent role.

This will aid jb your transition to Activity 12.

///

I
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Purpose :' Tp provide experience in changing the componen'ts of

flf-defeatitig roles and interactions.

790P-

ACTIVITY 12

CHANGING SELF-DEFEATING ROLES

IP
One fellow recently reported that he was not satisfied with

hip lack,,of close friends. He felt it hard to establish satisfactory

and satisfying relationships with others. With some help from a

4r*end (feedback) he discovered that his child-like greetings were
N

bften prece0ed transactions as hostile "putdowns, e.g. "Hi

,duninyfiit's go to see you finallY got here." With this- new

awareness and his friends help (peer contact eto .remind him via

wink, nod, or comment ,of his inappropriate greetings to others) he

bagan converting more al feeling responses to morg adult-like
oa.

responses that facilitated'eamplimentary transactions. The above

greeting given as an exatlelight have been changed to "Hi Fred
.,

4-
hey I've missed you and was;Araid I'd not ot together' with ybd

today. I'm really glad yau cou4d get here."

This exercise is 'designed tb help you review times when you

enjoy and don't enjoy being- pa req=6hildadult-like and .how. these

timdt affect your transactions:

:-.J .
48
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'ACTIVITY 12

BLOCK CHART

da

'Write a desCription for each of the blocks in this chart.

Aftu may want to-refer back ,to the content area "Me and Otqers:

A-ConceptualizAtion" for examples of these roles.

mx
Parent-like Adult-like

IP
Child-like

Comm6n
trantactions
where I enjoy
'''tht state.

.

' \

,

.

1.

2.

/3.

4.

5.

t'

-

. P.

.

,

'`;) ki,

.-.,\AW

.

.

Trantactiops
tn,whith F
7;1#

find-myself
,itivOlved-

but which I
do not enjoy.

2.
''

3.

4.

5.

t-.

,

1

.

0

.

,

.

. . I,

*,

.40
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ACTIVITY 12

CHANGING SELF-DEFEATING ROLES

vb allik1-

When each particfpant has finished his/her block chart (allow

20-minutes for this), member's should divide themselves into dyads

or triads, compare and discuss, one anothers transactions as listed

in the chart. Instruct them that .they should focus their

discussion on

a. Appropriateness of the behavior in the specified

transaction - appropriate for self? for other(s)?

,b. Action/responses a person might employ to facilitate

movement, owa;'d appropriate parent-adult-child behaviors.

c. Participan should select the type of transaction they'd

like most to hange and ask their partner(s) to

repeatedly create the situation and allow thems

1

lves 5-/-
,..

to 10 minutes to practice improved responses, The

partner should be permitted 5'to 10 minutes o give

feedback about.how he/she felt in the trans tion. Did

thlartner feel worth, respect,,trust, confidence?'

d. Rep6't the above steps s itching roles i ,thO dyads or,

tria;o allow a tner(s), ;5. cOortunity:to prktice

//p, behaviOrs that will facilitate his/her movement toward

,
.1,

...;/the goals.
R.

401,
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Finally, with participants reaAembled in '5he toal group,

you may want to note: Chile -a person may enjoy being ild-like

or parent-like because_ these roles are self-fulfilling and

gratifying, from an interactional point of view these rolesmay

be at the expense of others. The goal is to develop more appropriate

IP
child, parent, and adult -like behaviors and more complimentory

interactions. This exercise can be helpful to participants in

their efforts to progress toward both gooilAi
6'

L.

When a more extendeeffort for _cha
4

'is needed a change

contract might be utilized. ThlcOncept' is presented in the

following content section and Activity 13: The content aree

will provide a very brigf mini4ecture.or reading assignilient.

SIP

i

L'..
2411,

01,

4-%
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C. DECISIONS AND REDECISIONS
A

The young child is bombarded with all inds ormessages-from

parents, parent figures, and media.. The messages provide bitt

and pieces

/r glance, a

commercial

of -information, scraps of conversations, a touch, a

motto on the wall.-a prayer hefore supper,, a T.V.

, lectures from parents and teachers, in short, -aiflood

I ,

s)cif
data. The incoming data is intrepreted, by the child,' wittr-P-..,

child's logic and a child's store of information. Out of a 1 of

this he/she retains scimeend discards the,rest. his incoming

data serves as the. basis for the child making decAions about him/

herself and how to survive ir this world.

-
These decisions that,the child makes dbteriMine much of hs/

1

her life far more thap the messages sent or received. The

injunctions and counter- injunctions sent to 4. chilcPwill influence

,the decisions made,`but are not "implanted" in the child. The

child growing up in the ghetto may get many "dOn't make it'!,

messages and still deeide to make it, though he/she is ley likely

to than 'if other messages were sent.. In addition, a child may hear .-
and "buy into" messages! that were ,never, sent and never intended.

For exemp, when one parent dies while a child is young, the
ser

Ay make a decision 'not to be c"Io§e td persons tbf the dead,,

;

e,k,,
; *: t ,

a.

.part's sex as a. child'.s ld'gitallapty of av,piting that 71i,ind,of t .t.,
al '''' ''' 7 , ,. - Ae. .' ". It ` ii.

qp . fir ,--

. .. -, 4.
.-.. ... .
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hurt. Yet, it is unlikely-the parent intended or wanted that kind-
., ------

of.message to be received.

Once people have made a decision, they tend to see future

events in light of the decision. Often" they only remember or

choose to see events which support their decision or else 'distort
4:

events to fit their beliefs. People also int act with the world

acid others in ways fonfirm these early decisions.. This is one

of the reasons why .some people engage in psychologicaltgame playing.

Over a period of time people no longer keep the rule of decisiOn___

in their awareness, thoUgh they still operate on the basis of it.

Indirectly we reinforce these rules'and provide gaidines for life

through the early'memories we choose to remember and the dreams we

create for ourselves. And all the) While we continue through life

.ith our selective'vision, reading the National Inquir4 and Star

to prove what a dangerous place the world is or finding every

story available abolt how men have. jilted or cheated women to
°

prove how men can't be trusted. All the while, we do not 1

ourselves see ho-w we -are selectively gathering evidettre. Thus,

it is these early decftioni, or rules that a person makes that

are at the basis of self-defeating behavior. Even when the, rule

is,fairly,close.to reality, it is potentially self-defeating,

for at the basis for all early decisions is an absoluteness, an

inflexibility, that prevents freedom-and clear thinking. Many
. . ., , . , 4

7f tiMes-a person decision will 'have qualifiers', but within these..

51
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!..* criimits there-iis'*dti1 the absOuteness that is potbntially

J

self-defeating.

People may redecide early decisionS and 'free themselves
.

rotec the constructive boundaries of thefr early: deciston. One.

crf- the _Most' cannon ..ays. in Which people redecide is through
-..

.-..a '

counieUng and therapy, but these are not the only ways. When

a person's life situation provides a great deal of evidence

contrary *0 a decision, a person may modify or give up their old

rule. For example, a black Woman, who as a child decided that
1211!.

whites can't be trod, is assig d. a paitner at work who is

white and ove; a period of time they become friends. That woman

may then redecide. She may redecide that no white person except -

her friend can be trusted, or some whites deserve to be trus d

and some don't, so she will judge each individually. On the other

hand, she can keep *old rule'and say to herself, "My friend

really isn't:whtte, she it really black on the inside."

When dur experience conflicts enough with a decision we have,

made and. we allow ourselves to.see it, we are likely' to(make some

sort of redecisior.4 One way of challenging old decisions is by

letting Ourselves be aware, do some reality-testing, try out new
0.1

behaviors, get feedback from olhers. When we deliberately decide

to behave differently and do, and at the same time are aware of

how we miplI sabotage ourselvds and do not, we lay the groundwork

for change:',



Not all decisions can be dealt with easily (and the

above steps are not that easy, it takes courage and effort).

Some changes are:better facilitated in the proce s of therapy.

However, people can do a great deal forAhemselves without'

counseling or therapy. The followingchpbe contract is -one way.

4

'44
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ACTIVITY 13

CHANGE TRACT

Pur ose:. To involve participants working in dyads, -helping

each other Make a limit change contract.

This procedure is Most effective when the person limits him/

herself to one specific
change he/she wants 'to make and will then

clearly state the change in un'aNbiguous language without
°Pk .

tentativeness. I the desired change is of the "should','':.

"suppose'd to," or "need to" variety; it :1"s important for the

perlon to see .what his/her Free Child or kid' part will get out

of it. If the person -does not see much positive. or flin in it

for h.lin/herself, he/she is not likely to carry through w'itti theme
contract.' Also, if a greot deal of work or extended time periods

are involved before the "pay- off,:" it is usually important to

/bui.ld in some' fun for the ` "kid" along the way. hat is often one

of-the problems with schools; there is not much built in for the

'"kid" part of 4stiidenis (or teachers-, for that matter) Oat is not
far O.ff in the future.

OeS

"1k STEPS: P,aricipant shduld pair up td ,y4ork Qn their contracts.
, )

The-role of the istenerN,is to guide , clart-fy and draw-

out -the'lierson, mak

when,,he/she avoi

4

g the contract arid :to point ,but

is unclear, or siays from the format.

LAt 1.4*



. Intt ctions° to person A. in the ilyad:
. c

a. Hide your partners td the change he/she-is going -
akre in clears concise aria4bon-tenatili-lagguage.
example, "I' will do ttri s" or 1:1., I stop tgat".

Th the following statements..'ire 4iot acceptable;..
"I will" try", "I wish " ", "I think I want to",. ".I
hope to", "I kisplia, sorlta I, d like'.to", etc

If the person begins.with "I shoilld", "I ought to"; ,!
"It would 'be best", "I need ", "My mother want's
me to", "The teachers say", etc.., ask-them if they
want tolmake the chinge.Only itf they want the
'change. Only if they want the change for themselves
will, they be -likely to carry through,

0

At-

:It

b. Ne4t, have the person closeztheir eyes and in fantasy
-picture. themselves a few ,weeks of months down the
road after inking then change. Have them state the
ways, in which they and their liv,es are the same and
the way thespftre different. 90,

f. .

Ask them tb list how others will know -they have 'made, .
*;the. Change they are ntracting for. It is impoi-tant
for the person to st bselNAble be.hploral changes,
not simply. cover& chang s.'

d. Have the Arsbnmake a 'fist of what' is in it for therh
if they do make`the change and start behaving

ferently. Again, if they do not see 'anything in'
it fo'r them, they fare not likely to. carry through..
((To make someone else -happy is not far. one self).

.,
Next, have the person -make a litt-of.the'ways. they"
are presently stopping themselves from Making -the
change.., This maybe things -th49 are, di re;ctly,doing , :
themselves orv. ways they are shiftingy the responsibility

. .?."
on to ottis; --

*J.. . '0 _. , 7,- ,',
,

Have,the; person, 1 ist what4hey theed ,.: do 'to 7 , :

Jaccompl ish the change. The cleaOr .t3nd Yciee c?peci fix
the list, the betty-. ',. :: : =: ,b AftL A 11 .

'l gr 6 r "
' t .

Develop.d 'step4Y-step plan.tO actiion pith the person.

Ask the person 'to fist ,all the ways they ,m4ght
sabotage themselves if they wanted to .I t is,
appropHate-for the guide to add poSsibititie,s .that

.
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k: Ai)
,

.-* the person may 'noilltome up with..*.v:HoWever, give the
. person time' to -.*comem Witii_them on, their own: first., . ,d' 4. w. ,A

-
al 'A. -Referte `doles and t. this exercise ---itep'oa".(

o
-

C
in

,through
"RV.ty

,..
. ...-g

- I` ..1 , Ij . Whe h dyad Albers, h aye_ experienc'ed 'both roles , * s

each should .,,v
, ete in.wriiting the fcillowing7contr'act ,... 1.

form. - , ..
c

V

a

9

p
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CHANGE CONTRACT FORM

.1. Statement of what I will change:

M

2. How my life will be different after I do the above:

a.

b.

c.

d,

How my life will be the same:
A

b.

C.

d.

e.

3. How others will know I have changed:

4
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4: Some ftin/excitingineatthings I will have in storeiarme are:

I.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

4
5..° Hog I am stopping myselfhow-from,thanging:

r:

-Er I

01.

What I specifically need to"do to accomplish this:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

7.. My plan of action is:

1.

2.

3.,

.4.

5
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8. If I wanted to sabotage myself in this change, this is how I

would go about it:

103
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ACTIVITY 13

CHANGE CONTRACT

Stress the importance of attempting personal changes onia

limited and systematic basis. Encourage participants to re-use

this strategy for implementing additional changes in their lives

following the conclusion of this workshop. This strategy.has

demonstrated value as a change process facilitating the achieve-

ment of self - validation.- In concluding this section you may also

want to note the use of such contracts' in the school setting

(ask participants for suggestions) and the use of such contracts

\ in facilitating three important components of Self-Validafibn:,

Independence

Identity

Confidence

4

These should be reemphasized as you introduce the final activity

in which individuals will be defining an implementation plan of

their own.



IV. IMPLEMENTATION

ACTIVITY 14

'ESTABICISHING RELEVANCE 4.

Purpose: To provide an opportunity for.group members to clarify

theie.opinion of self-Validation in the--school".,

STEPS: 1. Review the content and process,.of thASE trainthg

package to discover what experiences'and. 'content could

apply to students in schools you represent. Eactr

°

participant should make a list' of his/her favorite

content and exercises.

Rank order the list from step 1.

3. Share individual material from steps 1 and t witf

I

total group and tabulate the Anformation on,newsprint:,

4. Decide as a group the extent of interest in implementing

this focus for students andstaff in your schools.

The leader will use masking tape (or an Imaginary line)

to make a diagonal line across the room. At one end of

the line write "I strongly believe this focus sho

implegented in my.school", at the other end of the ,

write 4'4. feel strongly that this focus should'not or

(
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need not be implemented in my school." Place a chair

in the exact middle of the line. No one may occupy

that position. Without discussion but allowing. 3
.

minutes for thought, each person take a position on the

line until the entire group has taken a stand. Now

survey the line and determine where you and your group

stands on the issue. Each person should now state

clearly his /her' position and his/her reasons foreth

stand he/she eas taken. No questioning except for

clarification at this point.

5. Allow 3 minutes ?Or anyone ho wants to change,their

position..

6. biscuss the results of the above 5 steps to determine

whether to-implementthfs focus in the schools you

represent.

7. Discuss the process above and how it might be useful

\ in helping people clarify their\Jown feelings and
,\s

thoughts and how it may &e.helpful in building''

confidence in one's own importance as a significant

contributor. How would the process need to be conducted

to insure these, outcomes?

\

61
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ACTIVITY 44

ESTABLLSHING RELEVANCE

In this entire 7 step process you should provide only as

much direction as the group requires, encouraging their

independent discussion as much as.possibTt but not allowing
.

.

discussion to lag. Then move quickly,into Activity 15. , y
c

c'
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,ACTIVITY 15

ZGRAM DEVELOPMENT

iv" 'Purpose: To provide, an opportunityjordeveloping a

'systepatic self- validation program in ,the cho

% .

settifig.

-/

The leader will divide participants into Wree groups. Each4

group Will de!elop ar step by st :procedure fv"iplemeiting the

self-validation f(pcus in the schools' represented

a

Group A will develop a iflan fbr Individual Development focUstng

on 'how scho4dtaff .might-be aided or trail in self-'
, ,

i validation 'skills.

'Group,B will develop a plan for System Support. ervices focusing,

on services ich as resource center, .library, and materials
.

necessary tb staffarid quip a -c e n te r that aids students

and teachers With -self-val idati on related questions.

Group C Will develop a plan for On Call Responsive Services

focUsing on, a system, such as peer counseling which would
.

, (

.

be 'responsive. to crisisor daily needi \situations whicLi ,.:v
, 4 N

, . \
'students or teachers might experience.

;Group D will develop a plan fpr CG-rriculum Based Services focuSing

IA% 1

on how self-validation units might be incorporated in new
,

clior existing courses.



4

NI
I

Each gro shoUld focusoon specifics such as

1: Who is. responsible for this service?

2. Who Atudents, staff,, administrator's, teacheis) will
- involved?

3. What specific`steps,will be used to get the new program"
started?

C)
-9

4. What resistance might encounter?

5.,4 How will yob handie,your resistance?;

6. .14,hat existing 'resources might yoy use?

7'. What resources outside your school but- within
system or ,cornmunity might you draw on?

9.., Who will aid in the planning_ of thii systemi
-------` .7\9. role will -stu ents have in the planning and --;...

intp ementation7
(., .

10. To whOnr will you go for support--emotional or financial?
. -

11. What, if any, provisions for system evaluation will. you
ust?

12. tiJow will students and staff, pot involved 4 planningthe made
aware ofthis service?

1

13. What role will the school. caretr,guidance -team plan in this_ dc'service?, '. , ,-
1 ,

) '' '''' % ...,.IC Will in-service training of students/staff be needed before
this plan'can be implemented?'

15,\t If so yho will. Aconduct it, in what format, and when?
I- ' V16. What '(content, activities",' ete,) from tnis workshpp might

you adopt,or adapt for this service in your school.
..

%,-
.

,
Write your plan' in outline form to be 'presented to the/large-group

..,
for discussion. Choose' one small group.inember to make the

Presentation. .

I )
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ACTIVITY 1-5

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Your lole hefeishouldbe miriimal. Merely circulate among

the goups proitiding atsistancOrWheri needed. When all groups have

formu)ated and written down an outline, have each group spokes-

person.psent, the plan for large group discussion and.evaluation.

Complete the discussion and evaluation' of each plan before moving

to the next. You'may want to haie copies madq of these planrto

ditribute to each individual 'fqr.future use. AnY questions Or

comments.`from participinti about the wOkshop bcus)should be

answered or clarlfied at this point. ,

fo

. 0

.0

I
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The Last Word

't )
.1%' , i -

'

'i

In bur Society the search for -self acceptance seems omnipresent..omnipresent.. Wei as
1

individuals'ind,as agpeople-want'tO'feel'better about ourselves. ,In our guesttf ,

, . .. 1 V. / V 1,
-.of self 'acceptance we sometimes find it difficult to'pui the pieces. together in 4'

such a way 'that the resulting ptcturesof ourselves are bositive7The ever-
t

increasing:pace and complexity of our lives too often cOntrib tei to-tne-CreatiOn
v ^

.. .

of-negative-or self - defeat pictures. We have made best eiltrs of; many

. 4 ;-''rl-f improvement. books. 1

,,

., ". '''

, I

a.

K, You're 'OK ,

, N. #
I Ain't-Much Babe, But I'm All I've Got

.
Winning Through Intimidation

The Identity ,SOcilp
,. .....

4 kb
What D

J
o You y-%.iter You

N-
Say Hello

/ v A
,

Why AM I Altaid to: Tell You Who rAir

r' , - ,
Gamed teople Play

HOw to Become Your Own' Best' Friend
. , \

,

.

.s
, -.. . _ .

How- to Say No Without-Feeling Guilty
t.

The task for us is apparent. ye-need to help students develop feelings of

competence andconfidence. Students need'to be able to validata,their own
. ;

. .\ .

feelings of self worth. n assumption underlying thit papage is that:

\

4.-,

Interpersonal emotiveness is dotoriined by intrapersonia affsatfivenoss.
, .

We trust that this workshop has been i potitive perience for you We

hope we have_ challenged you and helped you to consider-some techniquesand"itrategies

\
for facilitating the self -validation efforts of students.

You.may wi§sh to consult thejollowing listNof resourcefor further information

and for student' - oriented materials in this area.%

r
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Resources

,

James M. & Jongeward, D.,Boeh.to Win. Reading, Mais.: Addison-
WeslerPublishing Company, 4971.

,

James M. & Jongeward; D The People Books Menlo Park California:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1575.

Simon'S. I am Loveable and Capable: a Modern Allegory on the
Classical Pub -Down. NiTes,.ITTinots: Argus Communications,
1973.
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